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1-Feb 31-Jan Chg 1-Feb 31-Jan Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH _ 11,552.61 n.a   RM/USD - 4.0953       n.a

  FBM KLCI _ 1,683.53    n.a  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS - 11,660.62 n.a   CPO/tonne (RM) "- 2,299.00    n.a

  DJIA 25,063.89      24,999.67 0.26%   Oil/barrel (US$) 55.26          53.79          2.73%

  S&P 500 2,706.53        2,704.10    0.09%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,317.65    1,321.20    -0.27%

  NASDAQ 7,263.87        7,281.74    -0.25%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) _ 537.00        n.a
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* 1st February Public Holiday for Malaysia 
 
Corporate News 
 
No counterclaim made in suit against AirAsia, AirAsia X, says MAHB 
MAHB said that there is no counterclaim made by AirAsia Group and its long-haul sister airline AirAsia X for the alleged 
sum in excess of RM400m or details particularising the same, in response to a suit filed by the airport operator last 
month over airport taxes. That's because the 2 airlines will be availing itself for dispute resolution within the Malaysian 
Aviation Commission Act 2015 (Mavcom Act) to claim for the amount. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Perstima 3Q net profit triples on better margins 

Perusahaan Sadur Timah Malaysia’s net profit for its 3QFY18 tripled to RM10.13m, from RM3.4m in the year-ago 
quarter, as higher margins helped cushion the impact of a lower sales volume resulted from the expiration of anti-
dumping duties. The tinplate producer and supplier's better profitability resulted in an improved EPS to 10.2 sen, from 
3.42 sen a year ago. (Source: The Edge) 

 
MNRB to raise RM320m via sukuk 
MNRB plans to raise up to RM32m by establishing a Sukuk Murabahah Programme to refinance its existing and future 
financing/borrowings. The funds raised will also be used for investment into MNRB's subsidiaries and permitted 
investments, as well as to pay fees and expenses in relation to the Sukuk Murabahah Programme (Source: The Edge) 

 
Vortex scraps plans to buy stake in property firm 
Vortex Consolidated (formerly known as SKH Consortium), has scrapped plans to buy a 70% stake in property developer 
Rimbun Gabungan SB (RGSB) for RM12m cash. The share sale agreement was mutually terminated as Vortex and the 
vendors, namely Bijak Fajar SB and Newston Development SB, were unable to reach a consensus over the terms for the 
post completion business arrangement between both parties pursuant to the proposed acquisition. (Source: The Edge) 

 
EcoFirst second-quarter net profit down 86% to RM4.06m 
EcoFirst’s net profit dropped 86.27% to RM4.06m for the 2QFY2018, from RM29.61m a year ago. The fall in profit was 
because the previous period had included a RM28.4m gain from the compulsory acquisition of land for the Sg Besi Ulu 
Kelang Elevated (SUKE) Expressway. (Source: The Edge) 

FGV, South Korea's Samyang to set up halal ramen manufacturing plant here 

FGV has teamed up with South Korea-listed Samyang Foods Co Ltd to establish a halal ramen manufacturing facility in 
Malaysia for local and global markets. The collaboration is part of the group's strategic direction to expand its 
downstream business via wholly-owned subsidiary Delima Oil Products SB, by diversifying its product offerings and 
penetrating into new markets. (Source: The Edge) 
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AirAsia's Malaysia ops carried 9% more passengers in 4Q18 

Budget airline AirAsia which is Malaysian, Indonesian and Philippine operations carried 16% more passengers to 12.11m 
in the 4Q18 from 10.44m a year ago. The available seat per kilometre (ASK) in 4Q18 rose 14% yoy to 17.87bn. However, 
passenger load factor fell 4% points (ppts) to 84% as a result of a significant increase in capacity by 21% yoy. (Source: 
The Edge) 

 
Senai airport handles record 3.5m passengers in 2018 

Senai International Airport has set another new record in 2018, handling 3.52m passengers, a 13% increase compared 
with 2017. The growth was mainly driven by domestic passengers with an increase of 9% or 234,650 passengers, from 
2.68m in 2017 to 2.91m in 2018. Commercial aircraft movements were 8% higher with a total of 32,574 landings and 
takeoffs. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Scomi Energy divests entire stake in production chemicals unit for RM15.2m 

Scomi Sosma SB is divesting all interests held in Scomi Anticor SAS to a German procurement firm for US$3.7m 
(RM15.21m). The acquisition of the interests in Scomi Anticor was undertaken in August 2006 for RM4.9m, and the sale 
is expected to result in a gain of US$2.3m (RM9.45m) to the group. (Source: The Edge) 
 
SP Setia raises RM358m via sukuk to fund Semenyih land project 
SP Setia has completed the issuance of RM358.1m worth of Islamic medium-term notes to part finance the purchase of 
a project land in Semenyih, Selangor. The notes were issued under an unrated sukuk programme by its wholly-owned 
subsidiary KL East SB. Maybank Investment Bank is the principal adviser, lead arranger, lead manager, facility agent and 
security agent for the sukuk programme, which will have a tenure of up to 10 years from the date of the 1

st
 issue. 

(Source: The Edge) 
 
After Petronas, Uzma strongly refutes allegations published in online site 
Uzma, it’s strongly refutes a blog post's malicious and false allegations that have been made against the company, its 
executives and its main customer. With reference to a report published in an unverified online site on 29

th
 January 2019, 

Uzma strongly refutes the malicious and false allegations that have been made against the company, its executives and 
its main customer. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Alam Maritim: Turnaround in FY19 unlikely as impairments continue 
Alam Maritim Resources have turnaround in its FY19 is unlikely as impairments continue throughout the year, while the 
contracts the offshore vessel group secured last year will only see full contribution in FY20. The group is in the midst of 
getting its operations in order and its financial performance this year will continue to be affected by several factors. 
They are still in repayment mode and they are still a lot of factors affecting the company. One of them is the continued 
impairment of vessels. (Source: The Edge) 
 
BCorp to acquire 4.61% of Berjaya Land for RM87m 
BCorp and its wholly-owned subsidiary Juara Sejati SB have entered into an agreement with Penta Master Fund Ltd, 
PCM Industrial LP and Penta Asia Long/Short Fund Ltd to acquire 4.61% of BLand for RM87.4m. The 230m BLand shares 
will be acquired for a total purchase consideration of RM87.4m or 38 sen per share, to be fully satisfied via the issuance 
of 291.3m BCorp shares at an issue price of 30 sen a piece. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Ark Resources to develop 90-acre land in Balik Pulau 
Ark Resources Holdings has entered into a JV agreement to develop a piece of land in Balik Pulau, Penang. The 
agreement with Koperasi Kampung Melayu Balik Pulau Bhd (KKMBPB) will see the group developing the latter’s  89.89 
acres of land into a mixed-use development with a minimum gross development value (GDV) of RM600m. The JV 
development of the land is on a sharing basis of 20% on the GDV to KKMBPB and 80% to Ark Resources. KKMBPB’s 
entitlement will be equivalent in value to the minimum sum of RM120m, comprising RM45m in cash and the balance in 
the form of units or lots in the development. (Source: The Edge) 
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Singapore's US$1.4bn telco takeover leaves Axiata in a bind 
Axiata is caught in a bind as it weighs whether to exit its decade-long investment in Singapore operator M1 Ltd. Axiata, 
M1’s biggest shareholder has less than 3 weeks left to decide whether to tender its stock into a takeover offer valuing 
the target at S$1.9bn (US$1.4 bn). The Malaysian company held a board meeting last week to discuss the merits of the 
bid from Keppel Corp and Singapore Press. (Source: Bloomberg) 
 
F&N's 1Q net profit strengthens on better Malaysia, Thailand contributions 
F&N reported a 15% increase in its net profit to RM122.86m for the 1Q18, from RM106.83m in the same quarter a year 
ago, supported by higher contribution from its operations in Malaysia and Thailand. Revenue for the quarter grew 0.8% 
to RM1.01bn from RM1bn a year earlier. EPS grew to 33.5 sen per share from 29.2 sen per share. While F&N Malaysia's 
revenue fell 0.5% to RM553.4m amid lower export revenue, operating profit improved 27.5% to RM52.5m, helped by 
favorable input costs for sugar, palm oil and dairy-based commodity. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Gunung Capital gets RM9.5m hydro power plant job 
Gunung Resources SB, a wholly-owned unit of Gunung Capital, has been awarded a project management contract 
worth RM9.45m for the procurement, construction and commissioning of a 2MW installed capacity small hydro power 
plant in Gopeng, Perak. The contract was awarded by Conso Hydro RE SB — a 50.1% indirectly owned subsidiary of the 
group — via a LoA dated Jan 30. Following the completion of the contract, Gunung Resources will be given the option to 
operate and maintain the hydropower plant. The contract is expected to last 12 months. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Eduspec proposes RM107.31m share capital reduction to offset losses 
The board of Eduspec has proposed to undertake a capital reduction to cancel RM107.31m of its paid-up share capital 
to offset accumulated losses. The exercise is expected to transform the financial position of the education services 
provider from an unaudited accumulated loss of RM54.44m as at Sept 30, 2018 to RM62.83m in retained earnings. This 
exercise will enable it to rationalize its financial position by reducing the accumulated losses via cancellation of the 
paid-up share capital which is lost or unrepresented by available assets. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Heitech Padu bags RM14.4m contract from IRB 
Heitech Padu has bagged an RM14.4m contract from the Inland Revenue Board (IRB) to renew the software licence for 
the board’s mainframe systems. The contract is for a duration of 2 years, starting tomorrow. The contract is expected to 
have a positive effect on the future earnings of HeiTech. Nevertheless, the contract will have no material effect to the 
dividend policy, share capital and substantial shareholdings of the company for the FY19. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Vizione-Vertice JV accepts RM815m Penang Mega Infrastructure job 
Vizione announced today that its JV company with Vertice has accepted the RM815m contract from Consortium Zenith 
Construction SB to undertake construction works for Package 2 of the Penang Mega Infrastructure project. The JV 
company is Buildmarque Construction SB, in which Vizione and Vertice have a 50% stake each. The award of the 
contract was first announced last September. The award is for the construction of a 5.7-kilometer by-pass from Bandar 
Baru Ayer Itam connecting to Lebuhraya Tun Dr Lim Chong Eu. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Crest Builder bags RM99.6m contract to build a hotel at Jln P Ramlee 
Crest Builder's unit has bagged a contract worth RM99.6m to construct a 26-storey hotel at Jalan P Ramlee in the heart 
of Kuala Lumpur. The contract was awarded to Crest Builder SB by Techvance Properties Management SB. The contract 
period is for 27 months, starting from Feb 18, 2019. The contract is expected to contribute positively to the earnings of 
the group for the FY19 and onwards. It was previously reported that AmFIRST Real Estate Investment Trust had sold a 
13-storey office building at Jalan P Ramlee for RM36 million to Techvance back in December 2015. (Source: The Edge) 
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